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Introductory Message
from

I&. James P. Grant, Executive Director
United Nations children’s Fund (UWICSF )

for
“Partnership in Action: UWICSF and NGOe Working Together for Childranm

Non-governmental organizations (NGCM) ara playing a vital role in the
world today -- and have baen doing so for a very long time. They are growing
in numbers and influence, both in the developing and industrial world. They
have become a key partner in the development process, now providing over USS5
billion per year to developing countriee.

In Central and Eaatern EUrOpO, Latin America and now much of Africa, the

impetus for recent demncratic change ham coma, more often than not, frem
graeeroots popular movements inspired by alternative development modele and
participatory approached offered by non-governmental organizations. Ae
exemplary ‘do-era” and advocates for social change, they often serve as the
unofficial conscience of nations and passionate critics of policies of
international agencies. The mistrust and misunderstanding of earlier timas
are, happily, being replaced by collaboration and partnership in country after

●
country. on the international scene, NGO participantion is now a “must” for

the succese of major initiatives, e.g., the International Conference on
Education for All (Jomtien, Thailand, Merch 1990); the process surrounding the
world Summit for Children (New York, Septamber 1990) and preparation for the
International COnference on Environment and Develo3xnent (Brazil, June 1992).

UNICEF has a long history of partnership with NGOS. We have always looked

to the NGO community an close COll&OratOrS and as sources of inspiration in
efforte to create the kind of world all children deserve. Their dedication,
commitment, and ability to mobilize at the graBaroots level have made many
“impossible” poaeible. NGOa, in fact, are reepone.ible for much of the
progreee that has been achieved for children in the pact few decades.

The challenge we face in the 1990e are greater than ever. At the World
Summit for Children -- the first truly global summit -- priorities for
children in the decade ahead were agreed upon by the world’s leaders, who took
the unusual step of adopti.nga comprehensive and detailed Plan of Action,
complete with finite deadlines, monitoring ❑echanisms and periodic reporting
requirement ❑ . This was a breakthrough of historic proportions. However, in

order for the Sununitgoale to be reachad, a broad movament in favour of
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children is needed. ..a movement not unlike the historic movements that put anI
end to slavery and colonialism, or those that are working today to protect the

i

environment and secure women’s rights...a peaceful movement with a glObal
perspective and deep local roots. ..a movement for rather than a movement
qainst. Unless all those concerned with impr=ng children’ e lives mobilize
around common goals, the promisee made at the World Summit are likely to
remain unfulfilled. Working together, we can ensure that children are given a
“first call” on society”s resources.

The role of NGOS as initiators and supporters of such a movement is a
critical one. UNICEF is ccmunittedto working with NWS and all parts of this
organization are ready to explore new areas of co-oparat ion. I ho= this
booklet, “Partnership in Action”, will be helpful to the broad community of
international and national non-governmental organization in better
acquainting them with UNICBF and describing the different waym we can work

together in full partnership. By facilitating communication and encouraging

consultation, I am sure we will be able to make significant strides toward

ensuring a better future for all children.


